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ABSTRACT: Nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) is a light
scattering technique that measures the size distribution of
suspended nanoparticles. A key parameter in NTA measurements is the recognition radius, which distinguishes individual,
tracked particles from one another. However, by deﬁning a
ﬁnite radius, the displacement of tracked particles is eﬀectively
restricted, translating into an overestimation of particle size.
Herein, we introduce a modiﬁed probability model that
describes the restricted displacement of a tracked particle and
enables more accurate nanoparticle size determination. The
analytical performance of the modiﬁed displacement probability was validated through computational simulations and
experimental measurements. While conventional models typically overestimated nanoparticle size by over 20%, the modiﬁed
probability model estimated nanoparticle size with an error of less than 6%. The modiﬁed probability model is compatible with
conventional NTA measurement readouts and thus should ﬁnd wide application for more accurately determining the size
distribution of suspended nanoparticles.

T

Particular attention has been placed on evaluating NTA
measurement accuracy with respect to the track length or the
number of frames over which a particle is tracked.26−29 It has
been shown that the uncertainty of the NTA-measured particle
size is inversely proportional to the square root of the track
length,26,28,30−32 and thus a minimum track length must be
considered for measurement accuracy. At the same time, an
inﬁnitely long track length is also impractical, especially when
the particle concentration of a sample is high.27,31,32 Thus, a
ﬁnite track length needs to be considered for determining the
size distribution, which has prompted some researchers to
describe particle size distributions based on the maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE) principle.31,32 This method ﬁts a
size distribution that maximizes the likelihood of representing
the acquired tracks by either an iterative approach31 or
parameter optimization.32 In such cases, it is assumed that the
two-dimensional displacements of tracked particles can be
described by a Rayleigh distribution, which is the conventional
distribution for Brownian motion in two dimensions.
While the Rayleigh distribution treats particle displacement
as potentially inﬁnite, the displacement of an NTA-tracked
particle is bounded by the recognition radius (also known as

here is broad interest in developing analytical methods to
characterize the size distribution of suspended nanoparticles for a wide range of applications such as fundamental
nanoscience,1−3 drug delivery,4−6 toxicology,7,8 exosomes/
microvesicles,9,10 and viral vectors.11,12 Conventionally,
dynamic light scattering (DLS) has been used to measure
the ensemble-averaged size distribution of suspended nanoparticles.13−18 However, particle size-dependent light scattering properties can aﬀect DLS measurement accuracy for
polydisperse samples.13,16,19−22 As such, the development of
highly parallel measurement techniques for characterizing
individual nanoparticles is highly sought after, and nanoparticle
tracking analysis (NTA) is a recently developed, light
scattering-based technique that measures the size of individual
nanoparticles in bulk solution.23,24 To do so, NTA measurement captures time-lapsed, two-dimensional images of the light
scattered by individual, suspended particles, computes the
displacement distance of each tracked particle (particles that
are visible for a certain duration across a user-deﬁned
minimum number of frames, or so-called track length), and
calculates the diﬀusion coeﬃcient, and hence the hydrodynamic size, of each tracked particle (Figure 1 and Supporting
Information (SI) Figure S1).23,25 Importantly, Filipe et al.
showed that NTA performs similarly as well as DLS for
monodisperse samples while yielding improved results for
polydisperse samples.25
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modiﬁed displacement probability into the likelihood calculation.31 Through computational simulations and experimental
measurements, we systematically evaluated the analytical
performance of this modiﬁed probability model and demonstrated its measurement superiority to conventional probability
models.

■

THEORY
Modiﬁcation of Displacement Probability. To determine the size distribution of measured particles in NTA
experiments, the average squared displacement of tracks is
translated into particle size information based on the Stokes−
Einstein equation.23,25,26 In doing so, the average squared
displacement ⟨z⟩ is converted into the corresponding diﬀusion
coeﬃcient, D, which is expressed as
⟨z⟩ = 4DΔt

(1)

where Δt is the time interval between frames. The relation is
derived from the displacement probability describing the
Brownian motion, which is expressed by the Rayleigh
distribution, or a gamma distribution with shape K and scale
u2/K for the squared displacement z of a track consisting of K
segments, where u = 4DΔt .27,31,32,34 However, this relation
assumes that the displacement is unbounded, meaning that the
recognition radius is inﬁnite. For a ﬁnite recognition radius, the
distribution for the displacement should be modiﬁed to reﬂect
the ﬁnite recognition radius (see SI for details). The modiﬁed
displacement distribution probability relates the diﬀusion
coeﬃcient to the average squared displacement as follows:

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the NTA tracking process. One
nanoparticle is detected at the initial time, t0. At a later time point, t0 +
Δt, two nanoparticles are detected. Scenario 1: Only one nanoparticle
detected at t0 + Δt is within the recognition radius of the nanoparticle
detected at t0. Thus, it is considered to be the same nanoparticle and
nanoparticle tracking continues. Scenario 2: At t0 + Δt, neither of the
two nanoparticles is found within the recognition radius of the
nanoparticle detected at t0. Tracking of that nanoparticle is stopped at
t0. Scenario 3: Both nanoparticles detected at t0 + Δt are within the
recognition radius of the nanoparticle detected at t0. Thus, the
nanoparticle identity at t0 + Δt cannot be determined and tracking of
the nanoparticle is stopped at t0.
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{

(2)

where L is the recognition radius and α = 1 − exp(-L /u ). The
relation also predicts an overestimation of the size by the
conventional probability with respect to that of the modiﬁed
probability:
2

Max Jump Distance in some commercial software packages)
and rejects tracked particle displacements that exceed the
recognition radius.27,30 As a result, the NTA-measured
displacement of particles is eﬀectively reduced from its ideal
displacement distribution, thereby aﬀecting measurement
accuracy.27,33 van der Meeren et al. investigated the eﬀect of
the recognition radius on NTA measurement results using
latex nanoparticle samples and observed an overestimation of
the measured size when using a small recognition radius.27 It
was suggested that a recognition radius of more than three
times the diﬀusion length is required for accurate size
determination since the displacements of 99% of the tracked
particles would be then within the tracking range.27,34
However, such measurement strategies can be diﬃcult to
implement when working with relatively high particle
concentrations. Moreover, when the internanoparticle distance
is not suﬃciently long with respect to the diﬀusion length of
the particles, erroneous tracks can arise whereby a neighboring
particle is recognized as the tracked particle.27 For these
reasons, it is important to systematically investigate how the
magnitude of the recognition radius aﬀects NTA measurement
outcomes and to develop robust corrective approaches to
improve NTA measurement accuracy.
Herein, we introduce a modiﬁed displacement probability
that reﬂects the ﬁnite recognition radius for improved size
distribution determination by NTA measurements. Using the
modiﬁed probability model, we investigated the eﬀect of the
ﬁnite recognition radius on measurement accuracy for
determining nanoparticle size distributions. Our method is
based on an iterative MLE approach and incorporates the

dconv
1
=
2 2
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
NTA Simulations. A three-dimensional space was created
with its width and height corresponding to the ﬁeld-of-view of
the CMOS camera, that is, 640 and 480 pixels, respectively.33,35 To allow ﬂuctuations in the number of particles
detected within the ﬁeld-of-view over time, an additional space
that extends in each of the three dimensions was given. The
extension in each direction was six times the diﬀusion length of
the mean particle size in the simulations or at least 2 μm, and
the boundary of the space was made periodic in each
direction.36 The number of generated particles was determined
by the volume of the created space and the nominal particle
concentration. For instance, the average number of particles
observed in a frame was about 70 when the concentration was
set to 1 × 109 particles/mL. The initial positions of the
generated particles were assigned randomly in the threedimensional space, and the movement of each particle in each
direction in subsequent frames was randomly generated to
follow a normal distribution with a standard deviation of
2DiΔt ,37 where Di is the diﬀusion coeﬃcient of the ith
particle and Δt was the time interval between the frames set as
B
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30.74 ms. The time duration of each simulation was 60 s,
which corresponded to 1952 frames including the initial frame.
The simulation did not consider either the eﬀect of
measurement errors in determining the positions of the
particles or drift in the solution.31 For the recognition of
tracks, the position of a particle generated by the simulation in
one frame was evaluated with respect to the position of the
particles in the following frame.27,34
Method for Size Distribution Determination. Brieﬂy,
NTA determines the size of tracked particles from their
diﬀusion coeﬃcient that is acquired from the average squared
displacements of the tracks. In this study, we used the
maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) principle to ﬁnd a size
distribution that maximizes the likelihood of the obtained
tracks.31,32 In particular, an iteration-based MLE method was
chosen that increases the likelihood at each iteration since it
does not require prior knowledge about the particle size
distribution for the iteration.31,34,38 For a given displacement
probability P(zm | nm, db), where zm and nm are the average
squared displacement and the track length of the mth track,
respectively, and db is the particle size corresponding to the bth
bin number of the size distribution f(d), the size distribution
after the rth iteration f(r)(d) is given by the following
relation:31,34
f

(r + 1)

(db) = f

(r )

1
(db)·
M

M

∑
m=1

Figure 2. Simulated NTA measurements of ideally monodisperse, 100
nm diameter nanoparticles. Diﬀerent recognition radius values, L, of
1, 1.5, 2, and 5 μm were tested based on a total of 8310, 5329, 4616,
and 3585 tracks, respectively. Acquired tracks were processed to
determine the size distribution using the iteration-based MLE method
with the (a) conventional displacement probability or (b) modiﬁed
displacement probability. The nanoparticle concentration was 1 ×
109/mL. The computed mean diameter and relative variation (RV)
for each size distribution are reported.

P(zm|nm , db)
B

B

∑b = 1 P(zm|nm , db)f (db)/∑b = 1 f (db)

(4)

where M is the number of observed tracks.
Both the conventional and the modiﬁed displacement
probability models were used and the results were compared
for the size distribution determination. A uniform size
distribution was used for the initial size distribution f(0)(d)
for both probabilities,31,39 and the iteration terminated when
the change in χ2 became less than 1% of the value at the
previous iteration.31,34

of the distribution divided by the square of its mean size, of
0.009 acquired with the conventional probability at a
recognition radius of 1 μm is close to the nominal value,
that is, 0, while the modiﬁed probability reports 0.061 at the
same recognition radius for this idealized case.
To compare the two probability models in a more realistic
scenario, another NTA simulation was conducted with a model
particle set whose size distribution follows a normal
distribution with its mean size and relative variance chosen
as 100 nm and 0.05, respectively, at a concentration of 1 × 109
particles/mL. (See Supproting Information for the detail on
the size distribution32 and SI Figure S2(b) for the distribution
of the tracks by the track length.) The tracks were processed to
determine a size distribution using the two types of
displacement probability as shown in Figure 3. Like the
previous results, at a recognition radius of 2 and 5 μm, the
obtained mean size regardless of the employed probability was
close to the nominal mean size of 100 nm. When the
recognition radius was short, that is, 1 μm, the mean size
determined with the conventional probability was overestimated by a factor of 1.54 which is in line with theoretical
expectations, while the mean size observed with the modiﬁed
probability was 107 nm. In addition, the relative variance
acquired with the conventional probability model at a
recognition radius of 1 μm was 0.009, which is a signiﬁcant
underestimation compared to the nominal value of 0.05. By
contrast, the relative variance acquired with the modiﬁed
probability model is 0.083, which is modestly larger than the
nominal value. Together, the data indicate that the modiﬁed
probability model yields more accurate information about the

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Simulated NTA Measurements: Eﬀects of Recognition Radius. We tested the eﬀects of recognition radius on
simulated NTA measurements by generating a model particle
set with a uniform size of 100 nm and a concentration of 1 ×
109 particles/mL. The simulation results were analyzed by
acquiring particle tracks with a ﬁxed recognition radius of 1,
1.5, 2, or 5 μm.32 (see SI Figure S2(a) for the distributions of
track length.) The acquired tracks were processed to recover a
size distribution using the iteration-based MLE method with
the conventional or modiﬁed displacement probability as
shown in Figure 2(a) and (b). When the recognition radius
was 2 and 5 μm, the obtained mean size was close to the
nominal size regardless of the employed probabilities.
However, when the recognition radius was short, that is, 1
and 1.5 μm, respectively, the mean size determined by the
conventional probability was 152 and 107 nm, or an
overestimation by a factor of 1.52 and 1.07, which is close to
an expected factor of 1.50 and 1.06, respectively, according to
eq 3. In contrast, the acquired mean size with the modiﬁed
displacement probability was 102 and 100 nm at recognition
radii of 1 and 1.5 μm, respectively. The data support that the
overestimation of the mean size produced by the conventional
probability model can be mitigated by using the modiﬁed
probability model. In addition, the relative variance or variance
C
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when the recognition radius was very long, unlike what is
observed with the mean size results. In fact, when the
recognition radius is 5 μm, a spurious peak was found at a
small-size range in the acquired size distributions besides the
major peak centered at the nominal mean size (cf. Figures 2
and 3). It is probable that the observed spurious peak
contributes to the increased relative variance at the long
recognition radius values. Such spurious peaks can be
produced due to false tracks made during the NTA track
recognition, where two diﬀerent particles are recognized as the
same particle over two successive frames and form a false track
which cannot be screened by the NTA tracking principle.27
This is obvious if the simulation results are processed again
when those false tracks are excluded from the analysis. SI
Figures S5 and S6 show the determined size distributions
acquired from the screened tracks of the previous simulations
with a nominal relative variance of 0 and 0.05, respectively.
From the acquired size distributions with the screened tracks,
no spurious peak was found at a small size range. In addition,
the relative variance acquired from the screened track data,
regardless of the probability model that was applied for the
analysis, is very close to the nominal value at a long recognition
radius. When the exclusion of false tracks is applied to the
analysis of all the simulations used in SI Figure S3, it becomes
more apparent that the increased relative variance at a long
recognition radius results from the false tracks, as shown in SI
Figure S7. This suggests that NTA analysis can be corrupted
by false tracks if too long of a recognition radius is used for
track recognition.27
With decreasing recognition radius, the obtained relative
variance decreases gradually and approaches that of their
respective nominal values regardless of the displacement
probability used in the analysis. This indicates that the false
tracks can be reduced by decreasing the recognition radius.
When the recognition radius was even smaller, the determined
relative variance started to deviate from the nominal value to a
very small value when analyzed with the conventional
probability or to a very large value with the modiﬁed
probability. Hence, to obtain accurate particle size information
with the modiﬁed probability model, it is important to also
select an appropriate recognition radius that is neither too
short nor too long.
Simulated NTA Measurements: Size Resolution of
NTA. To investigate and compare the size resolution of NTA
depending on the employed probability model and recognition
radius value, we evaluated the size distributions acquired from
the previous simulations using a bimodal size distribution as
described in SI Figure S4. Figure 4 identiﬁes the position of the
peaks found from the results of the bimodal size distribution
simulations that were analyzed with the two probabilities
across various recognition radii from 1 to 5 μm.
At a long recognition radius, where the recognition radius is
long enough compared to the diﬀusion length, the two peaks
are observable for the nominal mean sizes of 50, 100, and 200
nm. The identiﬁed positions agree well with their respective
nominal peak positions regardless of the probability model. A
spurious peak at a small-size range was also observed for the
three mean size conditions at a very long recognition radius,
for example, 5 μm. However, it was not possible to resolve the
two separate peaks when the nominal mean size was 20 nm at
the recognition radius regardless of the displacement
probability.

Figure 3. Simulated NTA measurements of 100 ± 5 nm diameter
nanoparticles. Diﬀerent recognition radius values, L, of 1, 1.5, 2, and 5
μm were tested based on a total of 7677, 5357, 4607, and 3564 tracks,
respectively. Acquired tracks were processed to determine the size
distribution using the iteration-based MLE method with the (a)
conventional displacement probability or (b) modiﬁed displacement
probability. The nanoparticle concentration was 1 × 109/mL. The
computed mean diameter and relative variation (RV) for each size
distribution are reported.

mean size and relative variation of the simulated nanoparticles
in this case.
Simulated NTA Measurements: Eﬀects of Nanoparticle Diameter. To extend the observation on the
inﬂuence of the recognition radius and the displacement
probabilities, a series of NTA simulations with model size
distributions of various mean size and relative variance were
conducted. Mean size of 20, 50, 100, and 200 nm and relative
variance of 0, 0.01, and 0.05 were chosen for the model size
distributions at a concentration of 1 × 109 particles/mL, where
two types of particle size distributions were evaluated for each
pair of mean size and relative variance: one from a normal
distribution and the other from a bimodal distribution (see SI
for more details). The simulated results were processed to
construct tracks at various recognition radii from 1 to 5 μm
and analyzed to determine the size distribution with the two
displacement probabilities.
The mean size and relative variance determined from the
simulations with a normal distribution and a bimodal
distribution are presented in SI Figures S3 and S4, respectively.
Similar trends were obtained with both distributions. The
results show that the acquired mean size with the conventional
probability follows the expected overestimation (dashed lines)
regardless of the simulation condition, while the modiﬁed
probability gives the mean size values in line with their
respective nominal sizes. Again, a minimum length of the
recognition radius (typically >1.5 μm) was needed to obtain
more accurate results.
On the other hand, the relative variance acquired with the
two probabilities shows a deviation from the nominal value
D
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probability than the conventional probability. This makes the
modiﬁed probability more advantageous where the recognition
radius should be limited, for example, in a high particle
concentration condition, which gives a reduced interparticle
distance.
Simulated NTA Measurements: Inﬂuence of Particle
Concentration. We observed that false tracks could undermine accurate size distribution determination in NTA
measurements. Since false tracks are created when two
diﬀerent particles are recognized as the same particle, the
probability of false track creation would depend on the
concentration of particles as well as the recognition radius set
for the analysis.27 Furthermore, an increase in the particle
concentration would lead to a higher probability of early
termination of the particle tracking process since neighboring
particles around the tracked particle would more likely jump
into the recognition radius zone and more frequently interrupt
the tracking process.27 This suggests that an increased particle
concentration results in poorer resolution of NTA size
distribution determination along with the inﬂuence of the
false tracks since the uncertainty of the determined size of a
track is inversely proportional to the square root of its track
length.26,28,30−32
To evaluet the eﬀect of particle concentration, a series of
NTA simulations with a model particle set with a uniform size
of 20, 50, 100, or 200 nm at various concentrations of 1 × 108,
1 × 109, and 1 × 1010 particles/mL were conducted. The
acquired mean size and relative variance are presented in SI
Figure S8. The dependence of the mean size on the
recognition radius shows the same results as what was
observed in the previous results regardless of the concentration
condition, whereas the relative variance of the acquired size
distributions shows a signiﬁcant dependence on the concentration condition. At a higher concentration, the relative
variance of the determined size distributions reports a larger
value for all the nominal mean size conditions and recognition
radius values. The observation indicates that the size
distribution acquired with NTA reports a broader distribution
than the true distribution, where the degree of the broadening
increases at higher particle concentrations.
As discussed earlier, the larger relative variance at higher
concentration conditions could be due to an increased number
of false tracks. To investigate false tracks, the simulation results
were reanalyzed with the suspected false tracks excluded from
the analysis (see SI Figure S9). Overall, the two displacement
probabilities provided very similar results to each other when
evaluated at the recognition radius of 5 μm and at a
concentration of 1 × 108 particles/mL. Since the number of
particles detected in the ﬁeld-of-view is very small at this
speciﬁc concentration level, that is, approximately seven
particles, it is unlikely that the tracking process is corrupted
by false tracks and the relative variance is not much diﬀerent
from when the false tracks are included or excluded. On the
other hand, at a concentration of 1 × 109 particles/mL, the
acquired relative variance values are very similar to the
corresponding relative variance values measured at the
concentration of 1 × 108 particles/mL, indicating that the
larger, uncorrected relative variance at the concentration of 1 ×
109 particles/mL is due to false tracks.
At a concentration of 1 × 1010 particles/mL, the relative
variance of the determined size distribution at the same
recognition radius of 5 μm is signiﬁcantly smaller than those
acquired with the false tracks included, meaning that the false

Figure 4. Simulated NTA measurements as a function of nanoparticle
diameter. Nanoparticle suspensions were simulated with diﬀerent
mean nanoparticle diameters of (a) 20, (b) 50, (c) 100, and (d) 200
nm. The nanoparticle size distributions had an RV of 0.05, and the
nanoparticle concentration was ﬁxed at 1 × 109/mL. Acquired tracks
were processed to determine the size distribution using the iterationbased MLE method with the conventional displacement probability
(left) or modiﬁed displacement probability (right). The peak
positions in each size distribution are plotted as black squares and
the simulations were conducted with diﬀerent recognition radius
values. In the simulations, each nanoparticle suspension was
composed of two types of nanoparticles with diﬀerent sizes and
mixed in equal number fractions. The 20-, 50-, 100-, and 200 nm
diameter nanoparticle sets were composed of 16- and 25-, 39-, and
61-, 78,- and 122-, and 155- and 245 nm diameter nanoparticles,
respectively. Dashed lines correspond to the diameters of the
nanoparticles that were mixed in each sample.

At a short recognition radius regardless of the displacement
probability, on the other hand, only a single peak is identiﬁed
for all the mean size conditions. This conﬁrms that a short
recognition radius limits the size resolution of NTA measurements and hinders accurate distribution determination.
Remarkably, the lower limit of the recognition radius to
resolve the two separate peaks is lower with the modiﬁed
E
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tracks make the acquired size distribution much broader.
Nevertheless, the values are larger than their corresponding
values measured at the concentration of 1 × 108 and 1 × 109
particles/mL, which indicates that false tracks are not the only
source of the broad size distribution that is determined by
NTA at a very high particle concentration.
Another likely cause of such a broad size distribution as
measured by NTA is an early termination of tracks due to an
increased number of neighboring particles at higher particle
concentrations (see SI Figure S10 for the average track length
of the acquired tracks at various nominal mean sizes and
concentrations). The signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the average track
length depending on the particle concentration suggests that
the reduced average track length results in a broader size
distribution with increasing particle concentration.
From the observation, we could expect a narrower size
distribution from NTA if we reduce the probability of the
tracking termination and hence increase the average track
length. This is obvious from SI Figure S8, where the relative
variance becomes smaller with a decreasing recognition radius
regardless of the mean size and the concentration. The
observation is further supported by the average track length
depending on the recognition radius as shown in SI Figure
S10. This ﬁnding suggests that a smaller recognition radius
would be preferred to acquire a narrower size distribution for a
longer track length of the tracks used for NTA analysis,
resulting in the modiﬁed probability model yielding more
accurate measurement results.
Experimental Validation of the Modiﬁed Probability
Model. Having tested the conventional and the modiﬁed
displacement probabilities on the simulated results, we applied
the two probabilities to analyze experimental NTA data. Two
polystyrene (PS) latex standards of nominal mean sizes of 51.6
and 181.6 nm were measured at two diﬀerent particle
concentration conditions, namely 1 × 108 and 1 × 109
particles/mL. The particle tracks from NTA were constructed
at various recognition radius values from 1.1 to 5.4 μm and
processed with the conventional and modiﬁed displacement
probabilities. Figure 5 shows the results of NTA measurements
on the PS latex standards.
For the sample of a nominal mean size of 51.6 nm, the mean
size obtained with the conventional probability is close to the
nominal mean size at a recognition radius of 5.4 μm, as shown
in Figure 5(a) and (b). At this recognition radius, the mean
size obtained with the modiﬁed probability is the same as that
acquired with the conventional probability. Remarkably, the
slight deviation of the acquired mean size from the nominal
value seems to be due to the increased relative variance which
is discussed below. In fact, the modal value of the determined
size distribution listed in SI Table S1 is very close to the
nominal size for the two concentration conditions.35 With a
subsequent decrease in the recognition radius, the mean size
acquired with the conventional probability model gradually
increases. The modiﬁed probability reports a consistent mean
size value regardless of the recognition radius, although it failed
to acquire a proper size distribution when the recognition
radius was below 1.6 μm. For the nanoparticle sample of a
nominal mean size of 181.6 nm, the acquired mean size results
showed the same trend as that observed with the 51.6 nm
standard sample, as shown in Figure 5(c) and (d).
The relative variance acquired with the two displacement
probabilities is also in line with the simulation results. For the
sample of a nominal mean size of 51.6 nm, the relative

Figure 5. NTA experimental validation of the modiﬁed probability
model. NTA measurements were conducted on 52 nm diameter PS
latex nanoparticles at particle concentrations of (a) 1 × 108 (left) and
(b) 1 × 109 particles/mL. (c,d) Similar measurements were
conducted on 182 nm diameter PS latex nanoparticles. The calculated
mean diameter and standard deviation (denoted as error bar; n = 3
measurements) for each sample are reported as a function of
recognition radius value. The data points obtained using the iterationbased MLE method with the conventional displacement probability or
modiﬁed displacement probability are indicated by black squares and
white circles, respectively.

variances acquired with the modiﬁed probability are the same
as those from the conventional probability at a recognition
radius of 5.4 μm. With a decreasing recognition radius, the
relative variance acquired with the conventional probability
gradually decreases as is observed for the simulated results.
The modiﬁed probability reports the same value compared
with the conventional probability as the recognition radius
decreases. When the recognition radius becomes even smaller,
the relative variance acquired with the modiﬁed probability
shows a value diﬀerent from that acquired with the
conventional probability and started to increase, as observed
in the simulation results.
For the sample with a nominal mean size of 181.6 nm, the
relative variance acquired with the conventional probability
decreases with a decreasing recognition radius, as was seen
F
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from the smaller 51.6 nm sample as well. The relative variance
acquired with the modiﬁed probability shows the same
behavior, where it reports the same value as that acquired
with the conventional probability with a subsequent decrease
from 5.4 μm and starts to deviate from their corresponding
values obtained with the conventional probability at very small
recognition radius values.
Regarding the large relative variance observed at long
recognition radius values, the simulation results indicate that is
occurs due to false tracks, where two diﬀerent particles are
recognized as the same particle. Indeed, as presented in SI
Figure S11, the size distribution of the 51.6 nm standard
acquired at a recognition radius of 5.4 μm shows a spurious
peak that is also seen in the simulation results (see SI Figure
S12). However, the relative variance of the 51.6 nm standard is
much larger compared to the values observed in the simulation
results. This diﬀerence seems to occur due to false
identiﬁcation of phantom particles, thereby increasing the
probability of false tracking.29,30,40,41 Since the scattered light
from the 51.6 nm particles is not strong enough to be highly
distinguished compard to the background noise, artifacts might
be identiﬁed as particles and thus introduce more false tracks.
As a larger particle scatters more light, it is easier to be
distinguished from the background and we can expect fewer
false tracks and smaller relative variance. For the 181.6 nm
standard, the relative variance of the size distribution acquired
at a long recognition radius is signiﬁcantly smaller than that
observed with the 51.6 nm standard. This indicates that the
size distribution of smaller particles analyzed by NTA could
have higher uncertainty due to their weak scattering power that
introduces more false tracks, and suggests considerations on
the experimental conditions for a better size distribution
measurement.
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